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The article is organized in eight parts. The first part presents an introduction of the research problem, the aim and the objectives formulated. The aim of the article is to conduct empirical studies after theoretical analysis of the relationship between brand identity and brand image. The objectives of the article are: 1) to determine and prove the concept of brand image theoretically; 2) to study and summarize the sources of brand identity; 3) to analyze the elements of brand identity; 4) to carry out theoretical analysis of the relationship between brand identity and brand image; 5) to prepare the investigation model for brand identity and image relationship; 6) to conduct empirical studies of brand identity and image relationship. The tools of classical marketing do not help answering the question, why some brands are so unique. Just several brands obtain a feature emphasizing brand identity and uniqueness. Graphical references do not provide any answers because they are developed on the basis of external brand image. However, it has already been conceived that brand is reflected not by its external graphical view but by the attitude towards the elements of brand identity. Thus, the article attempts at solving the problem of the relationship between brand identity and brand image.

The second part of this article describes the conception of brand identity. It also examines the attitude of various authors to the conception of brand identity.

The third chapter of this article provides the analysis of the sources of brand identity. The main six elements that constitute the sources of brand identity are indicated in this part as well.

The prism of brand identity is described and the element of identity prism is analyzed in the fourth part of this article.

The process of brand image building is described in the fifth part of the article. The chapter provides the issue of the relationship of brand identity and its image as well as the analysis of relationship of brand identity and its image.

The sixth part of this article indicates and describes the theoretical model the relationship of brand identity and its image. This model is based on the idea that brand identity is managed. Positive brand image that ensures a competitive advantage is built up when conveying brand identity to consumers efficiently and employing particular strategies of positioning.

The seventh part of this article presents the results of empirical research and the analysis of the relationship of brand identity and its image.

The last chapter of the article formulates the final conclusions on the relationship of brand identity and its image.
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Introduction

The urgency. Globalization, new technologies, intense competition, consumer demand shifts and economic and political system changes challenge enterprises in new ways. Companies, striving to achieve better results in the market, in comparison with their competitors need to acquire and retain particular uniqueness that can not be imitated and would provide a competitive advantage. Available brands of the enterprise are one of resources that can hardly be imitated.

A brand itself does not ensure any competitive advantage of the enterprise in the market. Good results are achieved just by those companies which are capable of managing their brand, reflecting its identity, and determining its elements, uniqueness and equity. The development of brand image while attempting to present brand identity to consumers, enhances the position of a company under the conditions of intense competition.

The problem. Research and empirical studies have been carried out by such scholars as J.L. Kapferer (1997; 2003), L. de Chernatony (1999, 2001), D. Aaker and E. Joachimsthaler (1997, 2003), L. Keller (1993, 1998), F. Melin (1997), L. Upshaw (1995) and other; however, this sphere still lacks solidity and concrete approach, attempting to highlight the link of brand identity elements and brand image.

Trying to get the attention of a consumer while choosing a good of a company from many other provided in the market, companies should single out the good among other competitive goods by performing theoretical and empirical studies on brand identity, highlighting the principal elements of brand identity and their relationship to brand image. Thus, the article attempts at solving the problem of the relationship between brand identity and brand image.

The object of the article centers on the analysis of the relationship between brand identity and its image.

The aim of the article is to conduct empirical studies after theoretical analysis of the relationship between brand identity and brand image.

The objectives are:
1. To determine and prove the concept of brand image theoretically.
2. To study and summarize the sources of brand identity.
3. To analyze the elements of brand identity.
4. To carry out theoretical analysis of the relationship between brand identity and brand image.
5. To prepare the investigation model for brand identity and image relationship.
6. To conduct empiric studies of brand identity and image relationship.

Research methodology includes systemic and comparative literary analysis, secondary data analysis, qualitative and quantitative studies. The qualitative studies are based on a focus group method while the quantitative studies employ a method of a questionnaire survey.

Conception of brand identity

Intense competition requires certain actions to be taken in brand management and includes the establishment of brand identity, defining its attributes, uniqueness and equity.

The concepts such as brand vision, aim and identity are the new ones. The conception of brand identity was mentioned for the first time in Europe by Kapferer, 1986. The importance of the conception and its understanding quickly disseminated in the entire world. The literature on brand management, which has been widely examined, uses the terms “equity” (Aaker, 1996), while the concept of the identity is actually not used.

The conception of brand identity includes everything what makes the brand meaningful and unique. Brand includes characteristics of a good as well as a set of other elements, entailing brand identity. This is a new conception; however, when the differences of a certain category of goods start to decrease, the concept becomes the major subject of investigations (Melin, 1997). Identity includes moral image, aim and values that together constitute the essence of individuality while differentiating the brand (de Chernatony, 2002). The identity of the strongest brands covers emotional benefit, which provides the strength to the brand. However, rendering the equity to the consumer the good has to provide a functional benefit as well. The additional value is rendered if the good provides the benefit of self-expression that, in turn, reflects the image of the consumer (Aaker, 1996). The researcher D. Grundey (2002) states that brand identity is the most important stage of the identification of a good from the quality on which the further existence of the good depends. The main principled provision of brand identity is a way, which becomes a possibility to reach the consumer. Brand has to “communicate” with consumers because this is the condition for remaining in the market.

D. Aaker (2003) notes that brand identity is a set of brand associations which need to be developed and retained for a brand strategy. Identity should help in the development of the relationship between a brand and a consumer, providing a particular benefit. The main principles of brand identity are: 1) communication becomes not only an important supply of information but a daily struggle to remain heard and visible, which constitutes the prerequisite of durability; 2) brand should adequately react to changes which makes up the prerequisite of understanding; 3) brand should reflect consumer’s benefit and expectations, remaining harmonious, which is regarded as the prerequisite of consistency (Grundey, 2002).

Analyzing the concept of identity, the problem of consistency and continuity arises as well. The conception of brand identity deals with the influence of time on the uniqueness and consistency of brand. Psychologists examine identity crisis, apparent in adolescence because the structure of identity is weak and during this period teenagers tend to change their communication model. Constant changes structure the problem, indicated by a question “Who I am really?”

Ultimately, examining social groups or minorities “cultural identity” is frequently mentioned. Searching for identity one searches for the core, made up by inseparable differences and specific cultural integrity.

Brand identity is a new concept; however, the majority of researchers have already analyzed the identity of enterprises (Schwebig, 1988; Moingoen, 2003). The identity of the enterprise is constituted by a feeling that helps the company to understand that it really exists and its existence is unique, with its history and place, distinguishing the company from others (Kapferer, 2003).

These different definitions of identity emphasize the idea that identity signifies the understanding of being oneself, seeking one’s aim, being distinguished from others and being able to resist and withstand time alterations.

According to J. Kapferer, brand identity could be defined by answering the following questions:

- What is the aim and individual vision of a brand?
- What makes a brand distinguished?
- How satisfaction could be achieved?
- What is brand’s equity?
- What are brand competence, validity and legitimacy?
- What are the features of its recognition?

This conception has appeared in brand management and is well known while positioning brands and building their image. According to de Chernatony (2001), the conception of brand identity offers a possibility to position a brand better and encourages strategic approach while managing it. A well managed system of identity provides a competitive advantage when seeking to protect oneself from competitors. Currently the society is closely connected with communication. Everybody wishes for communication or is included into the communication process unwillingly. It is extremely difficult to remain thriving and establish one’s identity under the circumstance of severe competition. Communication ensures two things: sending of a message and the guarantee that it has been received. Communication implies not only the means of technique but inventiveness as well. It represents the necessity to conceive brand identity.

Summing up it could be claimed that the conception of brand identity includes the uniqueness, meaning, aim, values, and personality and provides a possibility to position the brand better, and, thus, achieve the competitive advantage.

Sources of brand identity

Defining brand identity and the limits of its strength and weakness it is necessary to be aware of identity
sources. With the lapse of time every brand can lose its independence and meaning, as well as lose a certain level of freedom as with the increase of brand reliability, its elements acquire a particular form and define the possible territory.

The revelation of identity starts from typical goods or services, confirming brand, symbol, logo, country of origin, advertising and package.

J. Kapferer (2003) singles out the following sources of identity:

Good is the primary source of identity. Brand reveals its plan and the uniqueness of its goods and services. A genuine brand never remains just as a printed record on a good. Brand transfers its equities into the process of production and distribution, which constitutes the essence of service sales as well. Brand values need to be embodied in a brand symbol. The representatives of cognitive psychology state (Kleiber, 1990; Lakof, 1987) that it is easier to define certain categories indicating their typical features instead of exactly naming the attributes of a good that require judicious parts of those categories.

Every brand forces to think spontaneously about particular goods more in comparison with another, as well as about particular actions as a means of communication. Prototype goods contain various elements of brand identity. Some prototype goods are able or rendering brand identity, regardless of the fact that brands, in essence, develop identity;

Values of brand identity transfer the essence of brand only then if they exist within the essence of brand. Tangible and intangible realities go one after another as values manage certainty and certainty manages these values.

For example, the identity of Benetton brand is constituted by tolerance and friendship. Colours mean much more than the subject of advertising. Colours not only determine appearance but make up an external brand with its ideology, value set and brand culture. Colours do not play the role only to distinguish the producer. Fraternity and cultural tolerance are the values of the brand.

Name is another source of brand identity as it is one of the most powerful sources. Investigating brand name, the features its advantage such as the limit of justice and “know-how” as well as the sphere of competence are revealed. The majority of brand names seek to reflect features that can not be reflected or these attributes that are singled out.

Other brands exist ignoring their brand names; which is connected with the autonomy of brands. The experience indicates that brands become autonomous (independent) when they render specific meaning different form the ones in dictionaries to words. Mercedes was a Christian Spanish name that became a symbol of Germany. Such ability is not just the attribute of a brand, but this is a properly chosen noun. A strong brand is capable of giving a new meaning to words, changing the meaning in dictionaries.

Name as well as identity must be managed. Some names have a double meaning. The aim of communication is to select one and reject another. Shell chose the meaning of a sea shell (which is indicated in their logo) different from another meaning (“bomb – shell”).

Personage is another source. If brand is the capital of enterprises, so the emblem is the righteousness of brand capital. The emblem symbolizes brand identity through visual image. J. Kapferer (2003) singles out the following functions of emblem:

1. It helps to identity and recognizes a brand. Emblems are extremely useful when being designed for children since various pleasant Figures were used above the text, or for example a widely used whiskey emblem.
2. It provides a guarantee. Brand could be regarded as a contract between its owner and consumer (Lambin, 2000). Brand emblem seems to be a signature, indicating a long-term commitment of a producer to retain a specific and steady level of quality.
3. It provides brand with durability when the emblem is a long-term sign.
4. It helps to identify and adjust goods to personal needs. The emblem transfers its personality to the brand and increases its equity in such a way as well as facilitates the process of identification.

The researcher D. Grundey (2002) states that a brand personage defines the person and culture of a brand in the best way. The prototype of a personage that is frequently chosen is a man or an animal, having a particular style and features.

The emblems of animals are often used to reveal the final function as animals symbolize the personality of a brand. Animals reflect the equity of a brand and any cultural characteristics as they are representatives of geographic symbols for example, a parachute is a symbol of Scotland, and a turkey – USA.

Some of the personages serve while developing a particular relationship and an emotional link between a brand and a consumer, while others become brand ambassadors (for example, Isabella Rosselline embodied a style of French beauty which is promised by “Lancome” to all women). Other personages deliver a lot about brand identity. They are chosen as brand portraits and as brand features from the etymological perspectives. Such personages do not build brands but emphasize the way which is used to reveal personal features and characteristics of brands.

Visual symbols and logotypes become the third source of brand identity. Visual symbols and logotypes help to conceive the culture and personality of a brand and are frequently chosen seeking to apply graphic identity with the elements and values of a brand. However, it is extremely important to note that such symbols and logotypes help not only to identity brands but brands are identified together with them.

Identity has originated from earlier actions of a brand. A good, distribution communication and location include those actions. Some brands are closely related with the country of origin (for example, the identity of “Swissair” is closely connected with Switzerland), other are international (for example, Ford, Opel, Mars), and others conceal their national identity (for example, “Canon” has never mentioned Japan, “Technics” has adopted the identity of Anglo-Saxons, though it is a company form Japan).
Some of brands structure their identity and uniqueness based on their geographic roots, embodying advantages presented. While mentioning Finland it can be noted that this is a country where the earth ends as it is a cold, ascetic, remote, with little sun land. These features are pretty well embodied in Finland vodka. The vision of pure and clean water as well as of the vodka is spontaneously revealed.

Brand developer is one more source of identity as it is closely connected with the identity of a producer. Many of Richard Branson features are reflected in the identity of Virgin brand.

Communication together with its content and form also reveal identity. Brand usually has a gift of speech and it exists only then when it communicates. Since the moment brands start “talking” they have constantly to inform about their good and services. Communication reveals much more than it is being though. Any way of communication discloses the information about a sender, source, the recipient-addressee and relationships that are attempted to be created in between.

In modern times audio and visual technologies of public information deliver much about brand style, the recipient and the benefit provided. All brands have their history, culture, personality, reflection and reveal that through communication.

Prism of brand identity

When goods are not characterized by huge abundance and a big quantity of substitutes, the statement of unique sales is the principal conception. Leaving brand image, positioning and personality behind, the attention is currently drawn to the importance of brand identity (Kapferer, 2003). The understanding of brand identity signifies that superficial attitude towards brand is being changed and the importance of comprehensive brand analysis is being stressed.

The concept of identity is significant due to the reasons, indicated below:
1) a brand needs to be strong;
2) it should present brands and goods connected with it;
3) a brand has to be real.

Thus, brands have to be secured from the image of idealism, changeability and opportunism.

The composition of brand identity is characterized by the prism of identity (Figure 1) (Kapferer, 2003).
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Figure 1. The prism of brand identity (J.N. Kapferer, 2003:107)

First of all brand contains an external specificity that is physical appearance, which is the core of brand and its value added. This determines a traditional brand management due to orientation to “know how”, classical positioning, selecting a principal good or brand features and the benefit. The first step building up a brand is the definition of physical factors, identifying what it is, what it does and how does it look like. Physical appearance is closely connected with a brand prototype, revealing the quality of a brand (for example Coca-Cola bottles on tins of Coca-Cola).

The second element of identity prism is brand personality. With a help of communication brand character is being developed and this is a way by which any brand “talks” about its goods and services and indicates a particular human person. The trait of personality within the prism of identity is inner source. It should not be mixed up with the image of consumer’s reflection which is an ideal portrait of every recipient. Brand personality is described and measured using those features of consumer personality that are directly related to brands. Since 1996 the research was directed towards studies of brand personality (Kapferer, 2003).

D. Grundey (2002) claims that the success of brand expression percentage in the market depends on the choice of every element of personality and its reconciliation. Brand personality is closely connected with self-image and image of a consumer because the identification of consumers’ with a particular segment reflects brand features.

Brand is culture. Brands possess that culture in which they originated. Brand is a representative of its culture,
including communication. From this perspective culture entails a lot of values that provide brand with inspiration. Cultural features a correlated with external principles of brand management (a good and communication) Culture is in the core of brand.

Global brands usually reveal their culture (Benetton, Coca-cola, IBM). The aspect of culture enables to discover differences between other competing brands. The attention is focused on brand personality; however, eventually only those brands become leaders that possess not only personality but culture.

Brand culture is based on the culture, values and aims of an enterprise. This is one of good lineaments while comparing brands of different companies as it is not likely that tow different companies will have identical cultural features (Grundey, 2002).

Countries producers are the sources of brand culture as well. However, this is not the only factor, providing value added. The degree of brand freedom is frequently restricted by the culture of a company as this is the most visible and external brand feature. Culture plays the essential role in brand differentiation as it indicated what moral values are embodied in goods and services. This feature helps identifying the strongest brands because sources, basic ideals and a set of values are revealed.

Brand includes relationship as brands frequently take the most important place in the process of human transactions and exchange. This is extremely reflected in the sphere of services and retail companies. This feature emphasizes the way of behavior which is identified with brand most of all. A lot of actions such as the fact how brands influence and provide services in connection to their consumers determine this feature.

According to Kapferer (2003), brand is a voice that consumers should hear because brands survive in the market because of communication. D. Grundey (2002) singles out the following ways of communication:

- Advertising and other support elements;
- Direct consumer’s communication while purchasing a good.

Marketing culture of a company is extremely significant as it is a constitutive part of company’s culture, manifested through the relationship of consumers and the company.

Invisible communication is created with a means of associations and its can start between people (a seller, buyer or employee) seeking for the same or different goals. Communicating it is important to reconcile different need of people and present the entire useful information allowing perceiving the essence and peculiarities of a brand.

Brand is a customer reflection. Consumers can easily define what goods of a particular brand are produced for a particular type of consumers (for example, this automobile was developed only for show stars). Brand communication and goods aim at reflecting a consumer, for whom those goods are addressed. Consumer reflection is often confused with the target market (Kapferer, 2003). The target market determines potential consumers though consumer reflection does not define target market. A consumer has to be reflected in a way, which would show how he or she could image themselves consuming a particular good. The representatives of the target market should be presented differently from what they are but what they would like to be. Consumers use goods of certain brands seeking to create their own identity. Brands should control their consumer reflection. A constant repetition stating that this brand was developed for a certain target group weakens brand image.

Consumer self-image. Brand is closely related to the understanding of consumer self-image that is the features with which consumers identify themselves and the very same features they would like to be reflected by the chosen good and its brand. Consumer self-image is important in the explanation of consumer behaviour as consumers purchase goods, corresponding to their self-image.

The conception of consumer self-image includes an amount of individual ideas, thoughts and feelings about him in relationship with other objects within socially defined boundaries (Onkvisit ir Shaw, 1994). This is the understanding of an individual about his ability, semblance and characteristics on personality. The conception of consumer self-image is developed within timeframes and is based on that what a consumer sees around himself and how other consumers evaluate and respond to him. The conception is a set of beliefs about oneself, retained in memory.

The conception of consumer self-image can be determined and strengthened by examining purchase and consumption. Consumers acquire the reconciliation of oneself having positive attitude towards a certain goods of that brand (for example, a man who identifies himself as strong and muscular will choose Marlboro’s cigarettes, while a woman, identifying herself as attractive and modern will choose Virginia Slims cigarettes) (Graeff, 1996).

All six elements emphasize brand identity. The prism of identity originated from the basic conception that brand is marked by the gift of “speech”. Brands can exist only then when they communicate. Physical appearance and personality allow determining the sender. The recipient is defined by consumer reflection and self-image. The last two elements of brand identity: culture and relationship link the sender and the recipient.

The prism of brand identity maintains a vertical subdivision: the elements on the left such as physical appearance, relationship and consumer reflection are social and provide brand with external expression (image) and are visible. The elements on the right such as personality, culture and consumer self-image are connected with the inside of a brand and its soul.

Summing on the prism of brand identity it can be noted that it is the unit of brand identity as a live system of elements, possessing internal and external sides and determining possible limits for brand development and variation.

Brand image building process

In marketing literature great attention is focused on brand image which is studied from two: company’s and consumer’s perspectives. The approach of company is directed towards the improvement of marketing activity,
connected with strategies of positioning and retaining of a positive brand image. Consumer’s approach is based on consumer’s attitude towards the interpretation of brand image and brand equity. The importance of brand in the market is influenced by company’s ability to evaluate the fact how consumers interpret the image of brands and company’s ability to manage the strategy of brand positioning, adequately revealing brand’s equity to a consumer (Kotler, 2001).

There are many definitions of brand image in marketing literature. Analyzing of the conception, the table below, presents the conception of various scientists (table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Main meaning</th>
<th>Conception of brand image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Park (1986)</td>
<td>Functional, symbolic and experience image</td>
<td>Brand image is not a simple phenomenon of understanding, affected by communication activity of the company. This is consumer understanding of a complete brand set, developed by a company.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaker (2002)</td>
<td>Associations</td>
<td>How is the brand conceived by a consumer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Defining the development of brand image, it should be marked that a strong brand should have a rich and clear identity, adequately passed to the target market. Image should reveal brand concept together with real experience, corresponding to brand understanding. A recent consumer searches and wants to experience something unique and peculiar, in connection with a brand. A mismatch of brand image with consumer expectations gives a chance to competitors.

Brand identity includes the meaning of a brand that would be decoded in the target market. Seeking to perform efficiently, brand identity should differ from that of competitors and be developed in a way, comprehensible to consumers.

Park (1986) claims that brand success in the market depends on the choice of brand identity, the usage of identity developing image, and the guarantee that image adequately transfers brand identity, chosen by a company, differentiating it from competitors and responding to a desired consumer equity. Kapferer (2003) states that brand image is the most efficient way of communication with consumers, revealing the significance of brand identity.

D. Aaker and Joachimsthaler E. (2001) mark the process of brand image development (Figure 2).

The second Figure shows brand identity and the conceptions, connected with it. Twelve categories of brand identity elements are enumerated for four purposes: brand – good – good limits, features, quality/equity, experience, consumers, country producer; organizing – company features, local orientations versus global; personality – brand personality, brand and consumer relationship; symbols – a set of visual associations, brand metaphors.

![Figure 2. Modified process of brand image development (D. Aaker and E. Jochimsthaler, 2003:54)](image_url)
change even though the brand might pass to another markets or good categories. If consumers accept the brand according its principal identity this means that the brand achieved its aim. The principal brand identity reveals to consumers and company employees that what is the most important.

Extended brand identity combines all identity elements that are not included into the primary identity and are subdivided into groups based on their importance.

Principal brand identity contains from two to four parameters, narrowly describing brand image. However, sometimes it is more purposeful to set a more narrow approach that determines brand essence, which is an idea, entailing brand soul. J Kapferer (2003) states that brand essence originated from a wish to generalize brand identity and positioning. Brand essence includes the principal value that is offered (for example, Volvo is the safest car).

Examining the process of brand image development it should be mentioned that brand positioning is one of the most essential stages of development. The conceptions of various authors on brand positioning are presented in table 2.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Conceptions of brand positioning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aaker and Joachimsthaler (2000)</td>
<td>The statement of brand identity and equity is actively communicated to the target audience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de Chernatony (2001)</td>
<td>The process ensures the competition of a brand in the market and allows taking a different, significant and precious position in the consciousness of the target market consumers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kapferer (2003)</td>
<td>Emphasis of distinctive features that provide distinction in comparison with competitors and become attractive for society.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Studying the relationship of brand identity and positioning it is possible to state that the relationship of brand identity and positioning rise form brand identity. Positioning is used as a specific aspect of identity during a particular time, in particular market and in front of exactly defined competitors.

**Summing up theoretical studies of Aaker and Joachimsthaler (2003), Kapferer (2003), Keller (1998), de Chernatony (2001) and other authors it becomes obvious that the correspondence between brand identities, revealed while building brand image, and the coding of meaning by consumers should exist.**

### Theoretical model of brand identity and image relationship

Scientific literature presents different models of brand identity and brand image. The following models of brand identity could be enlisted:

- De Chernatony (1999) indicated the model of brand identity and company’s reputation connection. This model identifies the following elements of brand identity: brand vision, culture, relationship, personality and presentation. Empirical studies were carried out on the background of the model, evaluating the relationship of brand identity and company’s reputation. Based of the empirical studies De Chernatony (1999) claims that the gap between brand identity and the reputation of a company should be as narrow as possible.

- D. Aaker and E. Joachimsthaler (2003) single out the system of brand identity. This model of brand identity enlists twelve elements of brand identity. Besides, it should be noted that principal and extended brand identities are indicated and they provide ambiguity in the conception of brand identity.


Studying the models of brand identity it can be noted that researchers unambiguously agree that brand identity has to be transferred to consumers; however, it should be noted that in some models brand image is not presented as a final result.

Analyzing various processes of brand image building, three closely connected elements are identified. They are brand identity, brand positioning and brand image.

**Figure 3. Theoretical model of brand identity and image relationship**

This model is based on the idea that brand identity is managed. Positive brand image that ensures a competitive advantage is build up when conveying brand identity to consumers efficiently and employing particular strategies of positioning.

### Empirical studies of Fizz brand identity and image relationship

**Research methodology.** The study of brand image employs a general marketing approach. Research process, conducting the investigation of Fizz brand image is based on the marketing research suggested by L. G. Shiffman and L. L. Kanuk (1987). The researchers L. G. Shiffman and L.L. Kanuk suggest starting marketing research by setting out research aims and hypothesis that are formulated afterwards (Hypothesis is an unconfirmed statement or some possible solution that can be confirmed or denied applying empirical data.) In the second stage of brand investigation, secondary data is gathered and analyzed. If data is not sufficient for achieving study objectives, the primary research will be devised that will constitute the third stage of the study. L. G. Shiffman and L.L. Kanuk suggest using qualitative and quantitative studies. First of all the method of quantitative studies is chosen and the
interview plan and its place is constructed and scheduled. The gathering of quantitative data and its analysis is completed later on. Quantitative research terminates with report preparation and the results of the research are used for qualitative studies. Therefore, the method of qualitative studies is chosen and tools for qualitative data collection are planned. After the research, the results received are analyzed, presenting final conclusions.

The aim of the research is to indicate the principal elements of Fizz brand identity, revealing the relationship of brand identity and image.

Results. The relationship of Fizz brand identity and image are singled out by comparing the elements of brand identity, communicated by the company and the elements of brand identity decoded by consumers. The comparison is presented in table 3.

Examining the relationship of Fizz brand identity and brand identity, physical appearance can be singled out. Consumers conceive the meaning of brand name and associations properly and mark an attractive logotype and emblems.

The third table presents personality, communicated by Fizz brand and perceived by consumers. The respondents agree with the majority of personality features, identified by the company; however, a part of the respondents do not agree with such Fizz brand personality features as innovativeness, self-confidence, sociability and being natural. The majority of the respondents disagrees that Fizz brand is sexual. In addition to this, the majority of consumers identify more features of Fizz brand personality if comparison with the company.

### Table 3: Relationship of Fizz brand identity and image

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical appearance</th>
<th>Personality</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Culture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Meaningful name</td>
<td>• Innovative</td>
<td>• Wide assortment, seeking to satisfy the needs of consumers.</td>
<td>• Natural ingredients are used in the production process and unique recipes are retained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cider colour elements on the logo</td>
<td>• Self-confident</td>
<td>• Various packages: tins of a half a litre covered with foil, preserving sterility; plastic bottles of one litre and a half, designed for a group of friends</td>
<td>• There are no environment protection and charity activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cider bubbles on the logo</td>
<td>• Sexual</td>
<td>• The advertising reminding and informing on television, Internet, press, bars and night clubs.</td>
<td>• The lack of solid communication among employees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Colourful fruit symbols</td>
<td>• Local</td>
<td>• Various actions and sponsorship of events.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Easy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Natural</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Tasteful</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Youthful</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Social</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|                    | • The sound of Fizz brand name is marked as well as the association of it with cider fizzle. | • Fizz brand logo attracts one’s attention | • Consumers evaluate the reputation of the company and the process of Fizz cider production most of all. |
|                    | • Fizz brand logo attracts one’s attention | • Fizz brand symbols of fruits are attractive | • Environmental protection activity would be important for a half of the respondents. |
|                    | • Innovative | • Attractive advertising reminds and stimulates the consumption of Fizz which is the most important element of relationship with consumers. | • Participation of the company in charity and sponsorship activities as well as the relationship of employees are not important. |
|                    | • Self-confident | • The majority of respondents does not participate in actions and state that this is not important for them. | |
|                    | • Sexual |                      |         |
|                    | • Easy |                      |         |
|                    | • Natural |                      |         |
|                    | • Tasteful |                      |         |
|                    | • Youthful |                      |         |
|                    | • Social |                      |         |
|                    | • Cheerful |                      |         |
|                    | • Energetic |                      |         |
|                    | • Soft |                      |         |

Consumers indicate such features as cheerfulness, energy and softness. In the relationship of Fizz brand and consumer direct communication could be marked as consumers evaluate the aluminum foil covered Fizz cider tins positively as this provides sterility. In addition to this, an attractive advertising is mentioned as the most significant element, encouraging choosing Fizz cider. Various actions and games organized are not important in relationship with Fizz brand. Analyzing the relationship of Fizz brand identity and culture it is possible to note that consumers evaluate the process of Fizz cider production positively as natural ingredients are used. Besides, a half of the respondents regard the environmental protection activity that is not performed by the company to be important. However, employee relationship and various charity and sponsorship activities, which appear to be the weakest side of the company’s culture, are not important for consumers.

Summing up the relationship of Fizz brand identity and image it is possible to confirm that the relationship of Fizz brand identity and image exists.
Conclusions

After the completion of theoretical and empirical studies, the following conclusions can be drawn:

- On the background of the conceptual analysis of brand identity and summarizing the opinion of majority researchers, brand identity is defined as a concept, including brand uniqueness, meaning, purpose, values and individuality.
- Carrying out theoretical studies of brand identity sources it can be claimed that sources build up the content of brand identity and inner values as well as indicate the limits of brand strength and weakness.
- The analysis of brand prism and other models of brand identity indicate that brand identity contains a multidimensional structure, including from six to twelve elements. Brand identity is made up by the unit of elements with different importance, defining possible boundaries of brand development and variation.
- Summarizing theoretical studies of brand identity and image relationship and after the analysis of various brand image building processes, presented by different authors, it can be stated that three closely connected elements: brand identity, brand positioning and brand image include the relationship of brand identity and image. The relationship of the elements indicated above is based on the process that starts from the definition of brand identity by the company and culminates with the perception of brand image by a consumer.
- On the basis of theoretical brand image and identity analysis, the theoretical model of brand identity and image relationships was constructed that joins up brand identity, brand positioning and brand image. Therefore, the conclusion that this is a recurring process, using which a company is capable of managing brand identity, could be drawn.

After the completion of empirical studies of Fizz brand identity and image relationship the following conclusions can be made:

- Such features of Fizz brand as youthfulness, easiness, cheerfulness, energy, tastefulness and softness were identified as the most important.
- Fizz brand has a meaningful name, positive associations, attractive logotype and colorful emblems.
- Consumers evaluate the reputation of the company and the process of Fizz cider production most of all. In addition to this a big part of the respondents is interested in environmental protection activity of the company.
- In the relationship of Fizz brand and consumers the advertising and price discounts are evaluated most of all. Loyalty programs and price discounts are not so much important.
- The relationship of Fizz brand identity and image really exists. The principal relationship of Fizz brand identity and image include the following elements of brand identity: physical appearance, relationship and personality.
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Santrauka


Apibrėžimas: kas jis yra, ką jis daro, kaip jis atrodo.

Fizinė įvaizdžio susijęs su prekės ženklų prototipu – pagrindinė preke, kuri rodo prekės ženklo kokybę (pvz., Cocoacola buteliukas Coca-colas skardinės).


Prekės ženklo identiteto ir įvaizdžio sąsają teorinis modelis
